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I. Abstract
PUBLISH aims to expand its business from the media industry to the entertainment industry
through news reliability and subscriber community scalability based on the establishment of a digital
news platform that can create a blockchain-based news ecosystem for media companies.
PUBLISHprotocol presents a new media business model that combines a unique token economy and
aims to contribute to the financial independence of media companies through a steady influx of
subscribers and the demand for advertising based on it. It contributes to the growth of the media
ecosystem by utilizing blockchain, artificial intelligence, and big data to enable the diversity of
information and the pursuit of truth, which is the essence of journalism. We aim to expand our
relationship with subscribers by researching and developing core technologies of blockchain and
presenting a fair compensation system based on ecosystem contributions so that the entire news
production and distribution process can be transparent and more participants can participate in
contributions. PUBLISH solution is not limited to the media industry, but also aims to expand the
media industry and entertainment industry by strengthening relationships with digital content
consumers.
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II. Introduction
With roots in journalism, PUBLISH is a solution by the press, for the press. NEWS token is a
utility token that drives TokenPost—the world’s first Korean blockchain & cryptocurrency news site
that integrated PUBLISHprotocol—media ecosystem, and will be expanded on the foundation of
PUBLISHalliance. NEWS token’s range of applications is not limited to publishers and the media
industry. It can also be used in the entertainment industry. At the time of writing, PUBLISHalliance
contains 40 members.
PUBLISHprotocol supports the token economic circulation geared towards publishers that
runs on an inflow of monetary value. It consists of a reward system to incentivise readers to participate
in the ecosystem and become involved in the process of news publication and consumption. Publishers
adopting this token economy can in return profit from increased financial stability and contribute to a
healthier media ecosystem, helping to restore journalistic objectivity [1].
Similar to other blockchain-based news related projects, PUBLISH’s solution systematically
protects against infringement of intellectual property rights, censorship, and misinformation.
PUBLISH advocates a decentralized business model that incentivises advertisers and gives publishers
full control over what is published.
PUBLISH has been providing digital solutions to media companies since 2018 and continues
to invest in the research and development of various blockchain-based business models. PUBLISH has
been recognized for its work in the media industry by a number of well-known organizations around
the world including WAN-IFRA, the Korea Press Foundation, the Ministry of Science and ICT, the
Korea Information and Communication Industry Promotion Agency, and venture capitalists. We have
also been selected by a number of acceleration programs including those of Draper University,
LongHash, and Yozma Group Korea, which operates overseas venture capital and accelerators.
PUBLISH plans to develop a number of tools and applications to support the growth of the
PUBLISH ecosystem. These include PUBLISHsoft, PUBLISHwallet, PUBLISHfactcheck and
PUBLISHid.
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III. Background
PUBLISHprotocol is the product of PUBLISH, Inc. (“PUBLISH”). It is a digital solutions
provider for digital media businesses, including newspaper and magazine businesses It was developed
jointly by TokenPost(http://tokenpost.com/), a blockchain media company, and K-chain
(http://www.kchain.kr/), a blockchain development and consulting company. Its mission is to secure the
editorial and financial independence of newspaper and magazine businesses, especially as it relates to
content management, tokenization, platform gamification, and information authentication and
verification.
TokenPost, a digital-native news outlet and a sister company of PUBLISH, will serve as the
Protocol’s first use case with NEWS token as the official token utilized within TokenPost’s
PUBLISHprotocol-based platform. TokenPost has an average of 2,000,000 page views, 1,000,000
visitors, and over 15,000 newsletter subscribers per month. The full extent of the solution in its default
state will be sufficiently explained all the while effectively suggesting one potential manifestation of
the Protocol for onboarding publishers.
PUBLISH has won the 2019 Best Digital News Startup Award from WAN-IFRA, a global
newspaper association, starting with the issuance of NEWS tokens and PUBLISHsoft in the first
quarter of 2019, and has continued to develop technologies and achieve various business results.
This white paper has been produced to help the media and ecosystem participants who will
adopt PUBLISH protocol.
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IV. Market Overview
A Booming Digital Advertising Market
Newspapers have traditionally relied on revenue from print advertising and subscriptions, but
over the years the industry has seen a transition from a print based economy to a digital one [2]. In
2017, the digital advertising market was valued at around $230 billion and is expected to reach $335
billion by 2020 [3]. However, the market is dominated by a small handful of large social networks and
general-purpose search engines, much to the exclusion of newspapers. According to Facebook’s 2017
annual report [4], advertising revenue stood at $39.94 billion, representing as much as 98 percent of its
total revenue for the year and being predominantly driven by mobile advertising revenue. Google took
an even larger share of the market with a reported advertising revenue of $95.28 billion, representing
86 percent of its total revenue [5]. Together, Facebook and Google accounted for approximately 60
percent to 70 percent of the advertising market in the US [6].
The Future of News Industry: Digital Subscription
On the whole, newspapers are seeing a shift from print to digital modes of consumption.
According to the annual report from the NewYork Times their total revenue has increased by 0.9%,
recording USD 250 million, from 2019. Despite the fact that their advertisement revenue has decreased
up to 26% due to COVID-19, with the addition of more than 2 million digital subscribers, the loss has
been mitigated. [7]
Conducted between August to September 2020, the PEW Research Center reported that 86%
of respondents get their news via mobile phones. Moreover, more than half (52%) of American adults
prefer the mobile and desktop method of accessing news over television or paper newspapers [8]. In
another survey, it was reported that six out of ten American adults read news on their mobile,
correlated to the 200% increase of digital news subscription rates since 2013 [9]. It is clear that news
consumption is shifting from analog to digital.
As a result of this shift, sales from paper-based products have decreased. For example, paper
newspaper advertisements decreased by as much as 42% in 2020 compared to 2019 [10]. In contrast,
revenue from digital products increased from 10.5% to 14.7% of the share of total revenues. In the same
period, revenue from the paper newspaper sector decreased from 89.5% to 85.3% [11]
Ken Doctor, an expert in the news industry, in 2012 answered the question of “Who will
sustain journalism? The advertisers? Or the readers?” with how he “plans to enter the era where
subscription rates will weigh out the advertisement revenue.” [12] According to Piechota’s 2020
research, despite the increase in consumption of news due to COVID-19, many publishers have faced
great difficulties maintaining their business due to their reliance on advertisement revenue. Hence,
once the advertisers waned, news publishers started to depend more on subscription rates. In the same
5

report, it was noted that between 2020 February and April, digital subscription rates have increased
115% in Europe and 92% in America, respectively.
Take the New York Times Company as an example. According to its 2017 annual report [13],
total revenues increased 7.7 percent to $1.68 billion compared to 2016. This was primarily driven by a
significant increase in digital subscription and advertising revenue and only partially offset by a
decrease in print advertising revenue.
Being internationally respected publications with readerships to match, however, the New
York Times may be regarded as outliers able to offset lost revenue from their print business through
aggressive monetization efforts. For these outliers, the strategy of selling more for less is a viable
option, but the same may not be said of smaller publishers, which do not enjoy the same economies of
scale. These small to medium-sized newsrooms, which represent the bulk of the news landscape, have
seen an overall drop in revenue led predominantly by diminishing print sales, still the mainstay of the
newspaper business [14].
News consumption, especially via digital devices, is nonetheless here to stay. While publishers
face intense competition, news in terms of production output and consumer demand remains a market
with vast untapped potential. The question, therefore, is not whether news is dying but how best to
adapt to and exploit a booming digital subscription and advertising market [15][16].
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V. The Problem
The newspaper industry is characterized by decreasing print sales and increasing digital sales.
With a few exceptions, increases in digital sales have not fully counteracted decreases in print sales.
There are a number of external and internal factors driving this trend. Externally, newspapers face
strong competition from mega-platforms such as social media platforms and search engines such as
Google. Internally, media deregulation and consolidation have eroded the quality of journalism both in
terms of diversity and integrity.
Together, these forces have worked to undermine the democratic process and the financial
viability of independent newspaper newsrooms.
The emerge of online platform that disrupts the news ecosystem: Fragmented Readership and Fake
News
In the past, publishers relied on loyal readers as their base revenue and built their
advertisement revenue on that. Yet in this new interface of the digital era, readers started to encounter
news through social media or mega-platforms that enabled bad actors to distribute low-quality content
to the masses, which represents a threat to democracy. Despite the attempt of publishers to take over
the lead and adapt to the contemporary model, there has been limits to it. Further, the media industry
is also beset by its own set of problems, namely the erosion of journalism as a public good resulting
from media deregulation and consolidation.
Fragmented readership. Today’s readers do not opt for a single publication nor choose to
passively remain exclusively subscribed to a single publication. Instead, they navigate to news articles
via links on a handful of mega-platforms and curation sites like Facebook and Google that produce
little to no editorial content of their own. For instance, according to a 2018 survey conducted by the
PEW Research Center, more than two-thirds of US adults at least occasionally get news from social
media platforms, with as many as 43 percent getting their news from Facebook [18]. In the beginning,
publishers embraced these platforms to promote their brands and content, but it has become clear that
readers often consume content from within these platforms, without visiting the website of publishers.
News content distribution has become centralized [19], and quality is often not a primary concern.
Loss due to unverified information and 'fake' news. What is more worrisome is that these large
online platforms have made it easier for malicious intent to distribute low-quality content to the
public, most of which is delivered through social media. The distrust of readers who have lost
credibility through "fake" news on social media is increasing as a result of the public distrust and
vigilance of the media as a whole. [18].
This poses a huge threat to democracy. According to a June 2019 poll conducted by the
International Governance Innovation Institute, 86% of respondents were exposed to fake news, and
almost the majority of people did not recognize it as fake news [19]. Moreover, one out of four Koreans
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has experienced fake news, which negatively affects the credibility of the media. South Korea has the
lowest media confidence among OECD countries. This is the fourth consecutive year. In an in-depth
interview with reporters at the Korea Press Foundation, 81.8% of the reasons for the low credibility of
Korean media outlets said it was because of "low-level articles such as false, misinformation, distorted
reports, and selection reports."
As Warren Buffet would say, “It takes 20 years to build a reputation and five minutes to ruin
it,” but unlike an established newspaper newsroom, a bad actor has little reputation to lose. As a result,
the public has become distrusting and wary of the media more generally [18]. They lose their
appreciation for good journalism and become increasingly indifferent to the publication they read.
They hold less accurate beliefs, which has the effect of undermining the democratic process [19]. While
a function of the newspaper industry is to inform the public and shine a light on power abuses, this
function is being undermined.
The public's perception of "good journalism" is lowered, and readers are indiscriminately
consuming news through media outlets that are easy to access without any hesitation. As a result,
readers have inaccurate views that are not fully considered, which in turn results in weakening the
inherent function of democracy [20]. The newspaper industry has failed to fulfill its duty to monitor
and report on the abuse of power by society and the government, as well as the function of providing
good news to the public that it deserves.
But it is not only the emergence of 'fake' news and external competitors that threaten the
public and the newspaper industry. It is also a very serious problem that journalism is losing public
interest due to media mergers following media deregulation.

Deregulation of Media and Increased Competition Due to Merging
“The widest possible dissemination of information from diverse and antagonistic sources is
essential to the welfare of the public.” These are the words written by the US Supreme Court Justice
Hugo Black in 1945 on blocking a merger between the Associated Press and other publishing
companies [21]. He was speaking at a time when efforts to prevent media consolidation were
well-supported and valued as positively reinforcing the First Amendment. During the 1980s, a new
deregulatory view was brought into the conversation by the Reagan administration, and the
Telecommunications Act of 1996 signed by Bill Clinton officially reversed the long-held stance against
the deregulation of media consolidation.
The Act allowed near-unlimited corporate acquisition and ownership of media companies, and
thus began the capitalistic frenzy of mergers. The majority of US media was held by just under fifty
corporations in the early 1980s [22]. Today, as few as six corporations own over ninety percent of the
entire US media industry (refer to Figure 1), a trend which can be seen across the globe. Diversity and
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antagonistic sources of information, the importance of which was emphasized by Justice Black, have
long become a rarity. Relatively smaller independent publishers simply do not stand a chance to make
it on their own in the face of increased competition from corporations chasing economies of scale
through acquisition after acquisition.
Conformity and censorship The purpose of journalism is to provide the public with the
information necessary for them to make the best possible decisions about their livelihood, societies,
and governments. While every medium offers a particular voice and perspective, corporate media and
consolidation enforce conformity and suppress views that fall short of a specified range of interest.
The oligopolistic dominance enforces ideological conformity and distortion, and the great danger is in
that it occurs so discreetly that the formation of critical thought is suppressed without anyone
noticing. The sheer number of uniquely-branded publishers, broadcast stations and music labels
suggests a deceptive impression that there is great diversity. In reality, however, there are only as many
messages as the number of media conglomerates in the market, and alternative viewpoints are nearly
nonexistent. Choice then becomes an illusion, feigned diversity, and yet another form of censorship.

Figure 1. Structure of media ownership before and after deregulation
Unscrupulous commercialism Good journalism also presents a voice for the marginalized and
exposes injustice, thereby working to hold those in power accountable. When the media is run by
business leaders in place of journalists, however, the pursuit of objectivity and truth is generally not a
priority. The longtime mainstays of high-quality journalism, such as investigative journalism that has
played a crucial role in driving major social changes, are shunned as they are seen as cost-ineffective.
Clientelist relations dictate what is published, turning the media into a convenient instrument for
particularized interest. Publishers have effectively become mouthpieces for their respective owners
and are failing to serve and empower the public as the fourth estate as socially bestowed. Deregulation
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has played a part in spearheading commercial exploitation within the media industry, which in turn
has subverted the democratic role and value of journalism altogether.
Journalistic integrity is no longer a virtue in the industry, and journalists are forced to give up
their conviction in playing the critical role of “agitators” against injustice.
Newspaper Closures
Competition from online substitutes and corporate media have resulted in newspaper closures,
job losses, and increased municipal borrowing costs.
Decreasing newspaper newsroom employees Unsurprisingly, the number of employees working
in the newspaper industry has declined in line with eroding newspaper revenues and closures.
According to a PEW research report [23], from 2008 to 2017, newspaper newsroom employees working
in the print news sector decreased by 45 percent, from about 71,000 to 39,000 workers, representing a
loss of 32,000 jobs over the period. The digital sector fared far better with jobs increasing by as much
as 79 percent, from approximately 7,400 in 2008 to 13,000 in 2017. However, in absolute terms, this
modest increase of just 6,000 jobs did not offset the more significant job losses seen among legacy
publishers relying on print news.
Increased municipal borrowing costs A 2018 study [24] conducted in the US found that,
following a newspaper closure, municipal borrowing costs increase by 5 to 11 basis points, costing the
local government $650 thousand per issue over a typical 10-year period. This is likely, it is claimed,
associated with higher government wages and deficits resulting from a loss of government monitoring
following a newspaper closure. It is therefore of critical importance that newspapers are allowed to
subsist for their monitoring roles.
Conclusion
With the Internet becoming more common and the advent of platforms, news readers have
split. In order for newspapers to succeed, it is important to continuously renovate and secure a steady
readership for stable financial resources. However, it is especially burdensome for small and
medium-sized media companies to be compatible with their financial position at the same time.
However, these problems are important issues that will affect democratic society and even our lives.
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VI. PUBLISH as a Solution
If, as The Washington Post owner Jeff Bezos reminds us, “a healthy newspaper that has an
independent newsroom should be self-sustaining [25],” what can we do to enable sustainable
journalism without compromising the journalistic integrity and democratic role of journalism? How
do we address the problem of fragmented readership and publication indifference? Is it possible to
create a media environment where antagonistic and diverse sources of information and views can
co-exist and flourish? How do we revive the failing world of journalism?
PUBLISH would like to present these answers through a number of modules that work with
PUBLISH protocol. Survival should be preempted even for the recovery of the pure purpose of
journalism, and in that sense, securing financial stability is an absolute sufficient condition to be
prioritized.
PUBLISHprotocol
PUBLISHprotocol (the ”Protocol”) is an open-source blockchain media protocol ecosystem for
publishers. The Protocol takes the idea of rewarding loyal users for completing actions and combines
it with blockchain-based smart contracts and tokens, which, unlike non-blockchain based loyalty
points, are immutable, fungible, and platform agnostic.
Publishers wishing to implement a token into their platforms can issue a
PUBLISHprotocol-based token, token reward system, and token economy to monetize micro-transfers
of value, gamify their platforms, and reward loyal users. Publishers can also sell an initial supply of
tokens so as to raise funds to cover platform development costs.
Various publishing apps that implement PUBLISHprotocol include:
(1) PUBLISHsoft is a blockchain-based content management system that allows media
companies to publish articles and manage articles. (2) NEWS is a reward token issued, managed, and
distributed through PUBLISHsoft. (3) Publisher token is an independent token of various media
companies that derive NEWS as a key currency. (4) PUBLISH Wallet can manage and trade
publish-based tokens with NEWS. (5) PUBLISH Fact Check is the world's first fact-checking platform
with NEWS' token economy system and blockchain applied. (6) PUBLISH ID is a blockchain-based
distributed ID system for journalists. (7) Copyright Exchange is a copyright exchange built with a
blockchain that allows users to trade news content. Other publishers are strengthening and
expanding the ecosystem of PUBLISH protocol through various apps.
Refer to the following link for more information
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(https://publishinc.io/en/apps)
PUBLISH protocol is a new type of blockchain-based media ecosystem designed technically
and structurally to effectively rally readers, maintain and expand the capabilities of existing media
industry workers, and restore and maximize the net function of journalism along with the survival of
traditional business models in the media industry. And it will expand its scope from the media
industry to the digital media industry and entertainment business.
Detail Description of PUBLISHsoft Module
PUBLISHsoft (the “CMS”) is a blockchain-based SaaS content management system enabling
publishers to issue their own PUBLISHprotocol-based cryptographic token. If PUBLISHprotocol
represents an ecosystem theory and a set of structures and technologies to support it, PUBLISHsoft is
a product that implements PUBLISH's technology that can be used by media companies to build a
digital news ecosystem presented by PUBLISHprotocol. It's been developed and currently being used
by 14 media companies.
PUBLISH Copyright Exchange allows media companies to write articles and distribute them to
their platforms. Articles registered in this process may be traded on the linked 'Copyright Exchange'.
The purpose is to protect the copyright of articles through the establishment of a legal distribution
channel in the Korean news copyright market, which is highly infringed on articles by supporting not
only inter-media transactions but also individuals. NEWS tokens and NEWS-KRW (Korean Won) will
be distributed on the Publishing Copyright Exchange.
PUBLISH Fact Check is a fact-checking platform that combines PUBLISH's long-time research
into the patent "blockchain-based fact-checking and content management method with search and its
system (Patent number: No. 10-2140325)." Elements of fact-checking, such as the article requested for
fact-checking, the evaluation of participants, and the evaluation analysis, are permanently recorded on
the blockchain to demonstrate the integrity of the fact-checked content and results. It also motivates
participants to be continuous, active, and more authentic by rewarding participants with participation
that corresponds to their reputation. PUBLISH's NEWS token will be distributed on the platform.
PUBLISHapi provides various apps and functions developed by PUBLISH to companies such
as media, media companies, entertainment companies, or one-person content publishers in the form of
APIs. It is a solution for accessing various types of potential customers, even if they are not customers
using PUBLISHsoft, a key product of PUBLISH. Through this, participants in PUBLISH protocol are
expanded.
PUBLISHwallet is a publishing wallet that can manage and trade NEWS tokens and
publish-based tokens. It can be downloaded from Google Play Store and App Store. By activating
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biometric authentication, safe asset storage is possible, and through the intuitive UI, more diverse
people can access NEWS and publish-based tokens through the publishing wallet.
PUBLISHid is a DID system optimized to realize "self-sovereign identity" in the media/media
sector that "individuals have sovereignty over their personal information." Unlike existing platform
services, it implements an integrated certification architecture that does not require the system to be
expanded separately no matter how many certificate institutions and certificate types increase. This
provides an optimal solution for a large number of media providers. Furthermore, it is planning to
implement the foundation of PUBLISH Protocol in connection with PUBLISHsoft.
In particular, it will focus on developing various authentication services such as Super ID
Project (Super ID Project), which allows users to use many services conveniently and safely with one
ID, and Biometric 2FA (Biometric 2FA) in connection with biometric information such as iris and
fingerprint.
Market Entry Strategy
The wide introduction and success of PUBLISH is impossible without a solid market entry
strategy, and to this end, we have prepared various publishing apps including PUBLISH Alliance and
PUBLISHsoft. In addition, PUBLISH is supported by various domestic and international associations,
national institutions, and accelerators.
PUBLISHalliance is a consortium of media companies, technology suppliers and academic
institutions that aims to restore the media industry through blockchain technology. Through
PUBLISHalliance, PUBLISHprotocol will be quickly released as an open source to promote
development and market introduction so that new industry standards for blockchain-based digital
news platforms can be established. The members of PUBLISHalliance will be a strong supporter of
PUBLISH as they have a wide range of distributed ledger technology and existing digital news sites
and related expertise accumulated.
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VII. Technology
Technical Abilities and Functions
PUBLISH utilizes both on-chain and off-chain technologies. On-chain technology, also known
as distributed ledger technology, is used to securely store hypermedia content in a public network
composed of nodes and to grant copyright to content creators. Off-chain tokens or smart contracts,
which are essentially bound to be centralized, represent on-chain tokens in digital format and are used
to fairly calculate and distribute rewards within the PUBLISH ecosystem. PUBLISH utilizes off-chain
transactions, rather than relatively slow and expensive on-chain transactions, enabling immediate
transactions with little cost burden to end users.
It also uses P2P storage technology over blockchain and IPFS to permanently store documents
or files, and to build a powerful solution that gives copyright to content creators. This allows the
PUBLISH protocol to store articles or any file in a new P2P system without a centralized storage
device, and enables a powerful core API that prevents any manipulation or deletion through
blockchain.
Reward mechanisms. Smart Contract-based incentive models can help create autonomous news
activities and subscribers for media outlets. Blockchain technology can provide fair and continuous
rewards to all participants participating in the platform.
Data security. All news content submitted by the creator and published by the editorial
department is stored within the Interplanetary File System along with hash values of files securely
encrypted within the blockchain network. The two-step storage provides high-quality protection
against the copyright of the creator. Unlike other blockchain-based media projects, PUBLISH can
modify and delete content published through digital notarization protocols if an agreement is reached
between producers and media companies.
Smart Contract. The off-chain smart contract feature built into the protocol is used to identify
and store submitted and published final posts. PUBLISH utilizes smart contract technology in the
production of news content and token compensation process.
Digital notarization. Digital notarization is used to authenticate the copyright of news content.
By encrypting the original content, links provided by the server, news submission times, and senders
remain encrypted data. Digital notarization is a protocol that provides secure and convenient content
authentication, modification, deletion, and ownership transfer. Another characteristic of this system is
that the owner or group of owners can verify the authorized history of the document.
IPFS(InterPlanetary File System). IPFS is a complete P2P network that enables secure storage
of hypermedia content. Distributed anonymous storage protocol IPFS combined with blockchain
14

boasts unprecedented security. The original content of the news is stored within the IPFS network.
The content received and stored within the blockchain works like an encryption link to the content
called a hash pointer.
The Combination and Superiority of IPFS with Blockchain
A blockchain can store only small data of a finite length. Therefore, it is useful to store the
value or unit of money and some messages, but it is difficult to store large data, articles, data,
photographs, etc. Therefore, simply using blockchain, some large data needs to be stored on
centralized storage such as a company's server or cloud server such as Amazon. By managing data
through a storage solution based on the Distributed File Management System (DFMS), which is
fundamentally P2P, distributed architecture distributes the network and frees the company from using
storage. You need not pay the cost for a management staff to run existing storage. In addition,
client-side encryption can help secure data. The system is based on encrypted shared file storage in
P2P networks, so it is not affected by traditional threats from security and privacy. Even if a particular
node suddenly goes offline, it can always access a 100% network without permission from a central
authority.
The integration of P2P distributed cloud storage and blockchain technology can bring many
benefits that are not traditionally provided by centralized cloud storage. Client-side encryption ensures
data security and maintains data integrity. Moreover, by constructing these protocols, the network can
significantly reduce the impact of security breaches and infrastructure failures. This open and
democratic form also reduces costs. In addition, data such as any article or data can resist data failures,
unauthorized access, tampering, and censorship. P2P distributed cloud storage offers the following
important benefits:
High availability. Files can be replicated across peers for use by all peers.
Fault tolerant. The peers in the network allow operational continuity in the event of a single or
multiple peer failure or downtime. This finds the closest peer that the network storage can continue to
use even if another peer goes down.
Deduplication. This solution prevents detecting duplicate files and storing the same files on
the network.
CAS (Content-Addressable Storage). A mechanism that stores information that can be retrieved
based on content rather than on a storage location, i.e. files uploaded to the network always provide a
hash based on the contents of the file, distinguishing them from other similar files.
Scalability. The distributed architecture is slower and more inefficient than traditional
centralized storage, but outperforms scalability. Storage solutions scale with the number of peers
participating in the network. The more participants, the higher the performance.
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Cluster/Distributed Capabilities. The peers that are part of the network maximize their
availability through data replication.
Immutability. All uploaded files cannot be removed or modified by all peers on the network.
This is because all files can be identified through a hash using file content (content addressable
repository). These identification systems guarantee all file versions.
Offline access (Caching). The caching mechanism on the client side caches content so that it
can continue to be used even if the client goes offline when the content is loaded.
Multi-hash protocol. The solution addresses size and encoding considerations using multiple
hash protocols to distinguish outputs from various well-established cryptographic hash features.
Web service HTTP API. The P2P storage node has an Exposed Web Services endpoint built in
to help developers easily integrate storage with distributed applications.
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VIII. Token Economy
NEWS tokens
The NEWS token is a token that will be used for all transactions in the news ecosystem of the
TokenPost, which is based on PUBLISH. The NEWS token is distributed through IEO and private
sales, and is now available for sale on the exchange. This chapter introduces the token economy that
the publishing company will implement as a NEWS token through PUBLISH protocol, and provides
an example of how to utilize tokens for media companies that PUBLISH will later introduce
solutions.

Figure 2. Token distribution

Figure 3. Fund use
Monetary Stabilization Strategy
NEWS tokens can be freely traded through the exchange, but large amounts of token sales or
some malicious cryptocurrency speculators can threaten stability. It is also extremely difficult to
defend the price because the price of the NEWS token is determined by the large volume of sales, but
also by the price drop in the key currencies BTC and ETH. Most existing blockchain platforms are
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suppressing mass sales by delaying the withdrawal of users and token holders through devices such as
the deposit withdrawal delay system, but this is only a short-term strategy.
Hence, the holder of the NEWS token can withdraw immediately at any time at any time and
monetize the specified amount of holding immediately. It will also defend against temporary price
declines by controlling organized or malicious transactions of large quantities that have large
quantities or could have a huge impact on some early investors or markets. However, in terms of price
stability, the key guideline is to increase the demand of advertisers who must purchase NEWS tokens
so that the ecosystem can stabilize and run.
Basic Reward Strategy
All rewards within the PUBLISH-based news ecosystem are provided through a reward pool.
However, it is impossible to make permanent compensation based on the initial compensation pool,
so it is covered by inflation in the token economy through each media company's own protocol that
adopts PUBLISH's solution. Since the reduction in content compensation ratios due to limited
reward pools can reduce the motivation for quality content creation, these ratios need to be verified
through operations rather than proof through mathematical calculations. Thus, the compensation
scheme can be reasonably changed at any time with the consent of token holders during service
operations.
Participant Reputation System
Although the general content management and supervision roles are owned by the company,
in the case of projects that incorporate blockchain, it is often determined whether the content is
blocked by votes from readers or token holders. The blind spot of such a system is that it can occur
when a person with a lot of capital can control the content. Therefore, PUBLISH introduces a
participant reputation system that is managed by each media company introducing the content
management and supervision just like the existing system, enabling reasonable compensation for
high-quality content production and contribution. Consumers can evaluate the content, and of
course, it is a separate matter whether the high reputation and content are finally issued, and the
deletion or later modification of the content will be decided by the senior editorial department. By
introducing these systems, content quality can be improved more fairly and quickly by media
companies adopting PUBLISH protocol.
Token Economy, Stakeholders and the Reward System
News Content Producers When a producer submits a new article, they must stack NEWS
tokens. If the published article gets an "upvote" they will be rewarded with tokens.
18

Token staking. When the producer is submitting an article to the editorial team, they must stake
NEWS tokens. Once their article is published, they can either maintain their staked amount or
withdraw. Once they withdraw, though their rights as “publisher” remains, they must stak a certain
amount to be able to produce another article.
Token reward. There are two basic ways in which producers can acquire NEWS tokens. First,
successfully publish the article and get the NEWS token as a reward. Second, receive NEWS tokens
through consumers. All published news contents can receive "upvote" from users, and every "like" will
be converted into NEWS tokens. As a result, content producers will receive additional rewards for
quality work.
Editors To be an editor, you have to steak coins. If you edit a new article, you will receive a
reward.
Token staking. When submitting an application for Editorial Qualification, the applicant must
steak NEWS tokens. Once qualified, the amount of NEWS tokens can remain staked or withdrawn.
Once withdrawn, the official qualification as a community editor is valid, but participation in editing
activities is limited until the token is staked again.
Token reward. If the designated senior editor's assignment is edited well and the article is
published, the editor will receive a share of the media's advertising revenue in the form of an NEWS
token.
News Content Consumers Consumers need to steak tokens to leave comments. If they leave a
response to an article, they will be rewarded accordingly.
Token staking. In order for consumers to write comments as a form of interaction, a certain
amount of NEWS tokens must be staked. NEWS tokens can be maintained or withdrawn, but they can
only write comments if the token is staked. If another user leaves a "like" in the comment, the user
who left the comment will receive the NEWS token reward.
Token reward. Consumers receive NEWS tokens when they select and read new content.
Various technologies can be applied to prevent abuse by subscribers. For example, the act of only
opening an article to receive reward should be dealt with appropriately. Even if a typo is found in a
new article published, they can be compensated.
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Figure 4. The representation of the token economy of PUBLISH. If a deposit or deposit is requested to be
collected, it may take a few more days, depending on the regulations set by the media, without immediate
refund. What makes PUBLISH the most realistic alternative to blockchain-based news production platforms is
that advertisers are not excluded and the circular token economy designed to allow cash value to flow into the
ecosystem depending on advertising demand.
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IX. Roadmap
2010.12 FxWirePro launch, provide agency specific-foreign exchange news services
2011.02 Treaty with FxWirePro and Metaquotes [26]
2013.11 Treaty with FxWirePro and Tradingview
2015.07 EconoTimes Launch
2015.08 EconoTimes PRO Launch
2015.11 FxWirePro, provide Bitcoin News Feed [27]]
2016.08 经客时代 launch
2016.11 FxWirePro, ‘Currency Strength Index’ launch for global foreign exchange broker [28]
2017.02 Korean version of TokenPost.kr launch [29]
2017.10 TokenPost.kr exceed 10,000 subscribers
2017.11 Initiate PUBLISH
2018.03 Distribute off chain NEWS token (also named, TokenPost Coin) [30]
2018.06 Host ‘Blockchain Open Forum’ [31]
2018.07 International version of TokenPost.com launch
2018.10 Complete PUBLISH White Book 1.0 (English, Chinese)
2018.11 PUBLISHalliance launch (Sign up membership with investing.com at the same time)
2019.Q1 PUBLISH White Book 2.0 Update (English, Chinese, Korean)
PUBLISHprotocol textnet launch (First adopted in TokenPost as a pilot case)
PUBLISHsoft alpha version launch
Conduct NEWS token IEO
Community Building Implementation
2019.Q2 NEWS 3.0 conference
PUBLISHsoft beta version launch
2019.Q3 Update bug bounty and product
PUBLISHwallet android version launch
Conduct world’s first ‘news blockchain notarization’ test
Q4 PUBLISHsoft 1.0 launch
Establish Corporate Research Institute
Participate as one of the companies at Busan Korea & Asia Blockchain Special Summit
2020.Q1 PUBLISH exchange PoC launch
PUBLSHsoft 1.4 launch
Certified as “Venture Company”
Q2 World first integration of stable coin ‘NEWS KRW’ on a news agency
Launch in-house media innovation lab ‘PUBLISHlab’
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Q3 “Fact-checking, searching, and managing content via blockchain” patent registered
Participate as on online booth on the Singapore exhibition, CTA2020
Q4 Develop a blockchain new-media platform with 9colors
Establish Singapore branch, PUBLISH Soft Pte. Ltd.
2021.Q1 Propose ‘Institute for Voluntary Data Disclosure by Internet Newspapers’ (IDI) platform
Enhance blockchain-based _ CMS, API, DID, Adtech
Q2 Take over NDSoft
Fact Checking Platform v.1
Independent disclosure digital news platform v.1
Marketing with, but not limited to NDSoft customers
Vitalize preexisting Chinese, Indian, Philippines, Japan branches
Q3 Enhance blockchain-based _ CMS, API, DID, Adtech
Q4 Expand strategic bases to America, Israel, Singapore, etc.
2022.Q1 Fact Checking Platform v.2
Enhance blockchain-based _ CMS, API, DID, Adtech
Q2 Independent disclosure digital news platform v.2
Q3 Fact Checking Platform v.3
Q4 Enhance blockchain-based _ CMS, API, DID, Adtech
2023.Q1 Independent disclosure digital news platform v.3
Integrate Big Data & AI _ News feed automation
Q2 PUBLISH News Portal v.1
Q3 Independent disclosure digital news platform v.4
Q4 PUBLISH News Portal v.2
E-Commerce integration
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X. Our Executive Team and Advisors

Executive Team

Sonny Kwon

Paul Kim

Simon Yoon

CEO

CSO

CTO

Brian Bae

Jaden Yu

Jean-Luc Lease

CIO

CBO

Director at PUBLISHlab

Zhouxiang

David Kim

Director at Asia Marketing

Operation Director
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Advisors

John Milburn

Paul Moran

Jeff McDonald

Technical Advisor

Trading Advisor

Blockchain Advisor

Eun Jung Oh

Yang Yong Seok

Legal Advisor

Financial Advisor
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XI. Legal Notice
As of the date of publication of this white paper, the NEWS token has no potential use other than the
features mentioned in the PUBLISH white paper.
This white paper does not take the form of brochures or proposal documents, nor is it a sales
proposal, nor is it a proposal to purchase investments or financial instruments from any jurisdiction.
NEWS tokens should not be acquired for speculative or investment purposes in anticipation of profit
or immediate resale. No commitment to future performance or value, no commitment to intrinsic
value, no continuous payment commitment, and no guarantee that the token will hold any particular
value. Do not participate in selling the tokens of PUBLISH unless you are ready to cover the full
amount allocated for the purchase. The NEWS token does not constitute an actual equity investment in
PUBLISH, and the NEWS token does not grant any rights to it. The NEWS token is sold as an
in-platform utility, and all revenue received from PUBLISH can be used by PUBLISH for free without
limitation, unless otherwise specified in the white paper, and there are rights to change the token
distribution and fund use in the white paper.
The purpose of this document is to provide information, and if necessary, the content may be
updated. PUBLISH includes, but is not limited to, all statements and warranties relating to
commerciality, suitability for a particular purpose, wages, positions, or non-infringement (either
legally or otherwise explicit or implicit). The letter is accurate and free of errors; and such content does
not infringe on the rights of third parties. The public authority shall not be liable for any type of
damage caused by the use, reference or reliance on the contents of this white paper. All information
about the future is speculative in nature and can be changed in response to a number of external
factors, including technological innovation, regulatory factors and/or currency fluctuations, and is not
limited to the market value of encryption.
This white paper contains references to third-party data and industrial publications. PUBLISH
believes that this industry data is accurate and its estimates and assumptions are reasonable, but there
is no guarantee of accuracy or completeness of this data. Third-party sources generally say that the
information contained in it is from reliable sources, but there is no guarantee of the accuracy or
completeness of the information contained. Although the data is believed to be reliable, we have not
independently verified the data from third-party sources mentioned in this white paper or identified
the underlying assumptions on which such sources depend.
PUBLISH is in the process of conducting legal and regulatory analysis of the functionality of
the NEWS token. Following the conclusion of this analysis, PUBLISH may modify the intended
functionality of the NEWS token to comply with the legal or regulatory requirements applicable to us.
If we decide to modify the intended functionality of the token, we will update the relevant section of
this white paper and upload the latest white paper to our website.
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